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0^, Kerry makes
^HIIIF final plea to Ohio
By Angela L Gorter
MANAGING EDITOR

As the crowd of veterans, students and families chanted his
name, John Kerry descended the
bleacher stairs wearing a toothy
grin and a Boston Red Sox cap.
Marking his ninth visit to Ohio
in three weeks, Kerry campaigned
at the University of Toledo yesterday morning. There, he was introduced by a barrage of local democrats Robin Weirauch. Senator
Eric Fingerhut, Toledo Mayor lack
Ford, Congresswoman Marcy
Kaptur and former Senator John
Glenn all took the stage to support the man that they want to
become the next president of the
United States.
In an attempt to get the vote,
Mayor Ford took his time on stage
to literally call on his constituents to go to the polls. I le asked
everyone in the audience to take
out their cell phones — and turn
them on.
"(^all anyone you know," he
said, "and remind them to vote

on Nov. 2." And at 9 a.m., the
mayor and approximately 2,500
people called a friend or family
member and encouraged them
to vote — for lohn Kerry.
As U2s "Beautiful Day" filled
the arena, Kerry/Edwards signs
waved and shook in the audience excitedly.
"You gotta give me a couple of
minutes to feel great, because it's
been 86 years," he said about the
Red Sox's World Series win, less
than 24-hours before.
"About a year ago when things
weren't going too well in my campaign, somebody called a radio
talk show and they said, lohn
Kerry won't be president until the
Red Sox win the World Series,"' he
said with a grin.
Reiterating stances made during the debates, Kerry called for
a smarter, tougher and more
strategic war on terror.
"You got to have common
sense." he said. "You've got to
KERRY, PAGE 2

BenSwanger BG Photo
FAMILY THING : BG student. Katie O'Neill, takes a break
from school to campaign for her father, William M. Oneill

Student hits
campaign trail
By Carrie Whrtaker
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BenSwanger BGNew
VOTE: John Kerry hopes to change the minds of undecided voters as he
addressed the University of Toledo yesterday at Savage Hall.

State and Local
Candidates/Issues

With all the hoopla surrounding Eric Fingerhut
this year's presidential election, Age 45
the issues and candidates that Hi-sldem of Cleveland
will hit much closer to home
Minocrat
^^^B&fl
may have not received the atten- Occupation State Senator, 25th
tion they desei u'
district
Listed below are general
explanations of issues which are U.S. House of Representatives,
up for voting in both the state of Ohio Sth District
Ohio and Wood County. We have
also included the job descrip- fob Description: To represent
tion and candidate background the people of their district withfor many of the state and local in Ohio concerning matters
positions that you will be decid- of national and international
ing this Tuesday.
iiuponance.
For more detailed election Salary:$158,000
information you can visit:
Term: 2 years
www.dnet.org
There you can type in any Paul Cillmor
zip code in America to find the Age: 65
stances of state and local candi- Resident of Old Fort
dates on a variety of issues.
Republican
Occupation:U.S. Congressman
STATE ISSUES
Rubin Weiraut h
Issue 1: Would amend the Age: 47
Ohio constitution so that only Resident of Ni poleon
a union between one man and Democrat
one woman may be a marriage Occupation: t Assistant C irector,
recognized by the state.
Public Policy ( jfOXt
Ohio would not create or recognize a legal status for relation- LOCAL ISSUES
ships of unmarried individuate
that intends to approximate the Proposed Tax Levy
for
design, qualities, significance or Wood County Alcohol, Drug
effect of marriage.
Addiction and Mental Health
A majority "yes" vote is neces- Services Board: The levy would
sary for passage.
provide support to this board,
which provides services to Wood
STATE CANDIDATES
County citizens free of charge.
The levy would cost the owner
U.S. Senate fur Ohio
of a $100,000 home $25.74 per
year in additional taxes.
Job Description: Represent the
Natural Gas Aggregation
people of Ohio and the U.S. Ordinance for the Citizens of
concerning matters of national Bowling Green: If approved, the
and international importance.
city will be able to negotiate with
Salary: $158,000
natural gas suppliers to serve the
Term: 6 years
citizens of Bowling Green at a
lower fixed rate for the masses.
George Voinovich
After a price is negotiated the
Age: 68
chosen supplier would contact
Resident of Cleveland
all Bowling Green residents and
Republican
notify them of the agreed-upon
Occupation: U.S. Senator
price. At that point in time,

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

citizens would have the choice
to stay with the city's plan,
or opt-out and find their
own supplier.
Twenty other cities in Ohio
currently offer a gas aggregation program.
LOCAL CANDIDATES
Ohio House of Representatives,
District 6
lob Descpription: Represent the
people of their district in dealing
with matters not handled by the
federal government.
Salary: $54.942
Term: 2 years
Robert Latta
Age. 48
Retddent of Bovviing Green
Republican
Occupation: State Rep.
Scon McCartv
Age: 44
Resident of Perrysburg
Democrat
Occupation: Electrical Worker
Ohio Senate - District 2
lob Description: Represent the
peopleof their district in dealing
with matters not handled by the
federal government.
Salary: $54,942
Term: 4 years
Randy Gardner
Age: 46
Resident of Bowling Green
Republican
Occupation: State Senator
Nathan Nickens
Age: 22
Resident of Sylvania
Democrat
Occupation: Full-time student at Bowling Green State
University

A good candidate, according
to Katie O'Neill, appreciates
the beauty of the United States
of America.
A good candidate, according to Katie O'Neill, can't
be bought.
And to O'Neill, a good candidate doesn't leave you wondering where they stand on
the issues.
This is why O'Neill believes
in electing a man that fits this

1UD6E. PAGE 2

Same sex marriage BG NEWS
debated last night BRIEFING
By Sarah Hostetter
RCPORTER

In the debate hosted by the
Philosophy Department last
night, four speakers were asked
the question Should Gay
Marriage Be legal?" The room
remained tense and sharply
divided on the controversial
subject, as both sides expressed
their differing opinions.
Speakers included Greg
Quinlan from the Pro-Family
Network, Barry Sheets from
Citizens for Community Values,
Rob Salem from the University of
Toledo Law School, a nd Dr. Loius
Katzner from the University's
I'hilosphy Department.
Dr. Loius Katzner, also from
the University's Philosophy
Department, moderated the
heated debate between the evenl\ split speakers. 1 ach expressed
a strong stance for or against gay
marriage, at times propelling
aggravation amongst the audience and the other speakers.
"Should same-sex marriage
be legal? Of course it should.
The arguments for are simple
and powerful, the arguments
against are at best terribly
implausable and at worst deeply offensive," Dave Shoemaker
stated.
GregQuinlan.aformer homosexual himself, was sharply
opposed to Shoemaker's view
on the subject.
"No one is born a homosexual," he said in his opening
remarks following Shoemaker.
"No one. There is absolutely not
scientific proof to back it up. It's
a behavior, nothing more, nothing less."
Barry Sheets, also against gay
marriage, and Rob Salem who
is for it, followed with similar
statementson the matter. Sheets
argued that gay marriage is not
a civil rights issue, but rather
one of social goods, while Rob
Salem maintained that it is.
"This is a civil right," he said.
"It is a right guaranteed under
the Constitution of the United
States. Marriage is a right, not a
religious right."

"No one is born
homosexual. No one. Celebrities campaign
There is absolutely on behalf of Kerry/
not scientific proof Edwards
to back it up. "
The Kerry college bus tour
GREG QUINLIN
PRO-FAMILY NETWORK

The four continued through
the two hour debate battling
the issue on a wide range of
angles, from religion and biology to equal rights and procreation. Statements were
interjected with applauses and
shouts from the audience, as
well as glares and gestures of
obvious dissagreement from
fellow speakers.
The formal debate was followed by a question and
answer session from audience
members and a live viewing
of WBGU-TV program The
Journal. Greg Quinlan and Alan
Melamed of Ohioans Protecting
the Constution discussed Ohio
Ballot Issue One.
Liketheparticipants, students
were mostly divided on the
issue, but all seemed to express
a positive attitude toward the
deoate itself.
"The debate was run in a
professional manner and both
sides had researched well on
their points," James Clark, a
freshman a! the University
remarked. "It strengthed the
opinion 1 already held and
Shoemaker did a wonderful job
defending logic."

will be on campus tomorrow
night I he Kerry-Edwards campaign rally is tomorrow night
in 101 B dlscamp. The rally will
begin at 7pm. Although Kerry
nor Edwards will be attending,
a group of supporters from the
Kerrj campaign will be in attendance. Hie guest list includes;
(:iu is I leinz, Kent) s stepson, his
friend Jamie Whitehead, Max
Weinberg who has appeared
on Conan O'Brien, actor lake
Gyllenhaal, Scott Wolff from
Party of Five, Allison Munn and
Kelly from the Real World New
Orleans. The rally will have a
Holloween theme and prizes
will be awarded.

Bush includes Toledo
in last minute campaigning tour
President Bush will be in
Toledo at the Seagate Center
tomorrow afternoon for a premature victory rally. The event
begins at 4:10 pm. He is slopping in Toledo as part of his 72hour campaign in Ohio. 1 le will
then travel to Columbus where
he is set to speak at 7:00 p.m.
Bush has targeted Toledo this
week as a must-visit after earlier
stop by Michael Moore.

PANELISTS INCLUDED
* Greg Quinlan from die ProFamily Network
* Barry Sheets from Citizens
for Community Values
• Rob Salem from the
University of Toledo LawSchool
• Louis Katzner from the
University's
Philosophy

S TURDA¥
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description, a man who happens id be her father.
I ler father, William M. O '.Will
is running on Tuesday's ballot
for Ohio Supreme Court lustice,
battling icnencc O'Donnell for
one of the state's highest judicial
positions and a chance to join
die other six justices.
O'Neill is currently a judge
in the 11th District Ohio Court
of Appeals
Katie, who has taken die year

President
George Bush

TUESDAY

T-Storms High: 68'
& Windy Low: 44'

T-Storms High: 57'
Low: 37'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW BGNEWS.COM

T-Storms

Ugh: 49'
I ow: 36'
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U. Toledo

John Kerry add
without healthcare, he said, and
114.000 have lost their coverage
know who (be terrorists are, over the last four years.
"We need a president who
where they .ire what ihey are
planning and we've got to get understands healthcare isn't
just for the wealthy and the
them before they get us.
In order to do that, you've got elected and connected, it's a
right for all Americans."
IO hove the best intelligence in
The loss of jobs in Ohio has
the world..you've got to have
been the most
the best cooperation
pressing
issue
with every country
"We are
for
residents.
on this planet. I will
going to be Appealing to those
build that intelligence
network. I will bring
the country in the audience
who will be looking
those allies back to the
that...helps for jobs post-gradtable because 1 know
what you know. 1 know
kids go to uation and those
actively searching.
thai the United States
college"
Kerrj announced
(il America isstrongest
that he is comand our troops are the
mitted to bringing
best protected and the
I0HN KERRY
jobs home.
American tax payers
CANDIDATE
"We are going to
Is the most relieved of
be the country that
the burden of carrying
the war when we build legiti- creates the highest paying jobs,
mate alliances, not when we go helps kids go to college, gets more
pel 'pie graduating In science and
at it alone."
technology," he said. "We are
In an effort to bring his sen
liinenls home Kerry detailed going to [break] the frontier of the
the crises that he believes (Ihio future and we are not going to sit
citizens are lacing pending down and watch other countries
beat us to the punch."
the election.
Education major at UT,
Over one million Ohioansare
KERRY. FROM PAGE 1

BenSwanger BGNews

SUPPORT: Fellow democrats come out to support presidential candidate
John Kerry at yesterdays rally in Toledo.

I leather Davis, hopes that Kerry's
proposals will provide help her
and other college students.
"Hopefully, it will mean mom
money for students and more
opportunities," she said.
Jobs are what everybody
needs, agreed Laurence Bibbs,
a student at Owens Community
(College said.
"He's actually ninning for the
issues — more jobs and a better
economy," he said.
To further propel the -U.S.
towards new horizons, Kerry predicted that by the year 2020, 20
percent of American electricity
will be produced by alternative
and renewable sources,
T want America's health, environmental future to be decided
by American ingenuity," he said.
This ingenuity is what will
make the most difference come
election day.
This election is not about me
or lohn Edwards, he said, but
it is about our nation, about
our lives.
"Everthingthal you care about,
everthing that matters to you is
on the ballot — and I want you to
stand up and tight," he said.

Judge avoids bipartisan stance in campaign
JUDGE. FROM PAGE 1

oil .ii Bowling Green to hit the
campaign trail, said her life has
always been a little different than
others her age.

Growing up, her fathei was an
attorney and their family ran a
restaurant ln( leneva, Ohio called
O'Neill's Landing on the Lake.
But from a young age Katie
remembers campaigning for
her father.
I feel like my father has raised
me to help fight this battle with
him." Katie said.
roday, 22 yens old and in
charge of getting her lather's
name out in western Ohio. Katie
said she is thrilled with what she
is doing and proud ol what her
father stands for.
one Important pan ol his
campaign is how he raises
money, Katie said, lie will only
accept MO from Individuals and
$1000 from organizations.
I le (annul he bought," Katie

said, expressing hem important
she finds campaign reform "He
has won two elections with the
motto, 'Monej and fudges doril
mix,' and people really enjoj it"
I he second difference in the
O'Neill campaign is thai her
father is running as a Democrat,
which goes against the state
law

in

Ohio

that

says

the

Supreme Court should he a nonpartisan race.
The Republican Party sued
O'Neill in August but after O'Neill
counter sued, a federal judge
sided with Katie's father, saying
the Firs) Amendment gives him
the right to run as a I lemocrat.
Katie pointed OUI that before

the primaiies. candidates fbt
election to the Supreme Court
of Ohio are named on the
Democratic and Republican
tii kets, therefore they are cannot
truly be non-partisan.
We said, 'you know what.
we are Democrats,'" Katie said.
"And people should know we are

Democrats. By saying you are
bipartisan, what you are really
lining is keeping voters in the
dark. So we tire allowed to run as
Democrats> for now."
Katie said it can be scary out
there on the road, but the good
parts outweigh the bad
"When you are traveling the
stale it's lonely," Katie said. >nu
are on the mad a lot. yon have
to work 12 hour days sometimes
because it needs to be done."
T have people tell me to my
lace, T am not voting for your
father,' and that's not fun," Katie
said. "But it's so important."
Katie said she began to recognize her role in being politically active after she took a five
week trek In March, in which
she coving 14,000 miles of the
United Stales.
For three and a half weeks, it
was just Katie and her dog Fritz.
They camped, talked to people
and observed the way Americans
I he. Forthe other weekand a half

BE THERE THIS SATURDAY!

"/ have people tell
me to my face, 'I am
not voting for your
father,'and that's
not fun."
KATIE O'NEILL
DAUGHTER OF CANDIDATE

she had a friend accompany her.
"1 think that people need to go
out and see what we are fight ing
for,1 Katie said. Many people In
America don't understand the
concerns - because they haven't
traveled, they haven't smelted
the ait. they haven't touched the
ground. So I came hack here ...
to make people understand just
how wonderful this place is."
Her experiences throughout
the nation solidified one thing
in Katie's head that Amei ica is
worth the fight.
'Bverywherelwentlmetgood
people," Kalie said And il (iod.

if there are many gods or one
(Iod il doesn't mallet, it's moreol
.t belief, hill il he wauled things
to look awesome just so people
could stand around in awe and
humbleness - he sprinkled I hem
all over our country."
So what if her father doesn't
win next week? Kalie said life
goes on.
"Life is great as usual.' she
said. "My lather keeps his job
as an appeals court judge and
he will continue nursing. We
strongly believe change can happen every moment of your life.1
But Katie will be very disappointed If the energy that has
Ix'gun churning In this nation
fades after Nov. 2.
"If my father loses and everj
thing else fails I hope young people my age understand we have
to be loud now," O'Neill said. "We
have to be moving and awake
and recognize that if there is
anyone who should be on the
front line right now, it is us."

Chemicals
spill from
tanker in
WestVa
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. - About
500 homes, a school and several businesses were evacuated
yesterday after a 22,000-gallon
railroad tanker leaked chemicals into a creek and sewer
system, prompting fears of a
potential explosion.
Anofficialwiththe Emergency
Operations Center for Cabelland
Wayne counties said the evacuation order probably wou Id not be
lifted until sometime today.
The tanker, leased by
Marathon Ashland Petroleum,
started leaking coal tar light oil
yesterday morning, said companv spokeswoman Linda Casey in
Findlay, Ohio. The tanker was on
a siding at the TechSol Chemical
Co., and the leak occurred as
workers were transferring the oil
to trucks.
Jason Townson, one of the
TechSol employees, told WSAZTV it appeared a valve on the
tanker was ruptured or broken.
No injuries were reported.
The oil is predominantly a
mixture of benzene, toluene
and xylene and is used in the
production of petrochemicals
at Marathon's Catlettsburg. Ky„
refinery, Casey said. The companj sent response teams to
help with the cleanup.
( tews used a neutralizing agent in the cleanup and
planned to flush the sewer
system.
Because an explosion can
result from a chemical buildup, lire Chief Greg Fuller asked
Wayne County school officials
to send home about 500 students HI a nearby elementary
school. He said he would feel
belter il we moved the kids out
of the building," said schools
Superintendent (iary Adkins.
About midday, officials decided toevacuateanent ire two-mile
radius — an area thai included
approximately 500 homes and a
couple of businesses. The exact
number ol residents affected
was not immediately available.
Several streets, including a section of U.S. (30, were
temporarily closed.

VOTE FOR CHANGE

SCOTT MCCARTY

Falcon Football fr

STATE REP

BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan
Saturday, Oct. 30th 6:00 P.M.
Doyt Perry Stadium

USMC 78-83
American Legion
Eagles
IBEW Local 245
ENDORSED BY:
Ohio Education Association
Ohio Federation of Teachers
Citizens Opposed to Factory
Farming

VOTE A PERSON, NOT A, NAME!
The McCarty Committee, Dr. Mike Zichar, Chair, 29834 Lime City Rd.,
Perrysburg, OH 43551

Thinking About
Law School?
Then plan to attend the Bowling Green
State
University
Law
Fair!
Representatives from nearly 30 law
schools from around the country will be
present to discuss your future in lav,
school. This event is free and open to
the public.
What: Bowling Green Stan I tuversit} Lav, Pair
When: Tuesday, November 2,2004
11:00 am 2:00 pm
Where: Bowling Green State I niversir)
Bowen Thompson Student Union #228
Bowling Green, < >l I
Consult

www.ohiolawcaravan.org
for driving directions and oilier details.
I in.iiHi.tl support provided by the Lm School Admission Council,

GET REAL.
REAL SOLUTIONS FROM PEOPLE WHO LISTEN.
STRAIGHT T\LK NO HYPE. HONEST
Welcome to Exchange Bank
Friendly advisors for 100 years. I

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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www.bgnews.com/campus

ELECTION
COUNTDOWN:
4 DAYS

CAMPUS

Iraqis share appreciation for American sacrifices
By Carrie WMaker
Hoping to give Americans a
glimpse of the situation in Iraq,
two Iraqi visitors shared their
first-hand experiences with
many University students and
staff yesterday.
Ali lllashim) Ramadan, a lawyer, and Hayder Karin, a doctor
are both part of the Iraq-America
I-'rcedom Alliance. Yesterday
they presented the documentary "Voices of Iraq" in the Union
Theater and spoke to a number
of classes.

"When Saddam was in power
Iraq was like a prison," Ramadan
said during one of the class visIts. "We were dying slowly like
this and when no one was thinking of us, but America was thinking of us."
The two men have been traveling for three weeks explaining
what is going on in Iraq and
how appreciative they are of
Americas help.
"Every month is better than
the previous." Ramadan said. We
are teaching Iraqi people what
elections are. because the)' don't

know. We are teaching them what
makes a democracy."
According to a survey by Oxford
Research International, 71 percent
of Iraqis said they expected their
lives to be even better in a year.
There has been major reconstruction of hospitals and with
the reconstruction, up-to-date
technology and medicines have
been available for the first time,
Karin said.
Many things have improved
the men said, including publicservices like sanitation, education
and human rights - including

freedom of religion and mobility
'We just wanted peace, a government that is not connected
to religion," Karin said. "We have
been Isolated bom the rest of the
world for too long."
As for the fighting going on
in Iraq, the men said ii is worthy
price for their freedom.

"Your country is doing a good
job in Iraq," Ramadan said,
T want to thank you. Thank
American mothers for giving
the lives of their sons to fight for
our freedom.''
Pan" of their visit was to show

live, Smith said. "We are excited

to have an opportunity to preview

hltp-J/events.bgsiLediiy

81a.m.-6
a.m. - 6 p.m.

at the Union"
Union I'ub

Design Exposition,
Design
Exposition
Architecture 322
Union Galleries
6 p.m.
SoulFest: Celebration of the Soul
Q>me out to support and enjoy
Soul Food, Music and Pun.
Alumni Center
8 p.m.
Guest \ni--i: Raymond Kflburn,
piano

Bryan Recital hull

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Space Dreams-Our Quest to
Explore die Universe
112 Physical Sciences lab Bldg.

Ebony Fashion lairTicket Sales,
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa
Alpha
Union Ixibby

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
I lalloween T-shirt Sales, sponsored by Graphic Design Club
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
voter Education luhkUnion Lobby
II a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sale of Discount Cards that can
be used at local merchants Fund

1230 p.m.
Halloween Costume Contest
Do you think you have the
best i ostume this year for
Halloween?

Figaro*
Marriage of Figaro"
Union lobby
I-obby

H p.m.

SiArts

raiser sponsored by Alpha Phi

Union liilcon's Nest

Omega
Union lobby

H run. - 11 p.m.
WBGU presents "Radio Takeover

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
ticket Sales for Opera "The

11 am. - 5 p.m.
I iurrican Relief Fund Donations
Association
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Information Table
Union lobby

Registration Begins November 1 st
Advising Appointments Fill Up Fast
Call Your Advisor Today to Schedule
Sponsored by Advising Network

Malt Sussman BGrtem

HALLOWEEN IN THE PUB: Makenzie Brown dressed as a devil. Grant Gergley dressed as a
Hershey's Kiss and Josh Smith share a moment in the Black Swamp Pub last night.

12 p.m. -2 p.m.

Latino Student Union Luncheon
Olscamp Hall 101

DAILY ADVISING TIP

Very Important Voter
Information!

www.wood.codemocrats.orc

October 30th

What Provisional Voting Means

HALLOWEEN
PARTY!

Are you...
• Currently registered to vote anywhere In Ohio, but...
• Currently reside here in Wood County, and...
• Have not vet voted anywhere else by absentee ballot?

At All Ralphie Locations

Tune into 88.1
BG Football vs. Eastern Michigan
with

Paul Braverman
Steve Jarnicki
Xiggy i Countdown to Kick-oil 8:00 p.m.
Kick-all tram Doyl L. Parry Stadium 8:00 p.m.

Everyone knows the world is a
better place
Is it a better world for...
10,000 Dismembered kids, no eyes, no ears, no hands,
no arms, no feet, no legs. Stomachs, chests, heads
ripped open.

Is it a better world for...
Many of the 10,000 who remain to be forced to live
a life of poverty.

. Idult Costiimc
Con lest 9-1 lpm

if your answer Is res...

Part) .til clay w contesi

You may legally vole in the Tuesday, November 2, 2004
General Election in one of the following ways:

registration from
9p- lOp. Judging at 1 Ip!
- Grand Prize A One-Night stay at
the Holiday InnFrench Quarter
with Brunch for two!
Visit Us At
www. ralphies.com

spouses and friends
children
parents
grandparents
brothers and sisters

Is it a better world for...

2 Bedroom Apts
starting @
$580/month
Heat & cable included

Paid lor by lack Boychuk jboychuk@myexcel.ca

L. Any time now through Election Day you may go
the WCBOE. (hours: 6:30AM-7:30AM). located
at 1 Courthouse Square, and request for a
"provisional ballot."
u. If you are a resident of the City of Bowling
Green, on Election Day. (hours: 6:30AM-7:30I>M).
you may go to the Second Floor Lounge ol" the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union and request
a "provisional ballot."
(Note: Von may determine the location otyour IHIIIIIILI I
l>> calling the Wood County Board ol Elections IWCBOEI
il 419-354-91201

Provided by Your mJM
2004 Democratic Candidates
For Pre-.nl'-nt/Vice-president ol USA

John F. Kerry/John Edwards
Eric D. Flngerhut
Robin Weirauch
■ Beo»<< 2nd I ■

Nathan Nickens
For Ohio HOUSi

Scott R. McCarty

Alvin L. Perkins
John Mura

For U.S. Coni;" " >ili DbUilci

Please call rental office
at 419-352-0164
Located at
University Village &
University Courts

Wood County Conwusstoaei
...i < -otimv ( on

For United Slates Senuloi

The mental and physical suffering they must endure.

No one should take comfort from that
phrase when the cost is so very high.

I. On Election Day you may go to the polling
place where you are currently living here in
Wood County, (hours: 6:30AM-7:30PM| and
request for a '"provisional ballot.''

Apartments
Available

Is it a better world for...
10,000
10,000
20,000
40,000
20,000

the movie and focus on the untold
story in Iraq."
Karin said he is disheartened
by the negative media coverage
in Iraq.
"Iraqi-, leel thai America lias
done 90 percent of the work and
thereisonly 10percent left," Karin
said, We will onK need you for
another year or two"
The University's International
Studies Program sponsored
the visit by the Iraq-America
Freedom Alliance. For more
information about the film visit
www.voicesofiraq.com.

HALLOWEEN

getalife
^aSi^^

the documentary "Voices ol
Iraq" that opened in selected
theaters today
16 create the documentary,
producers gave ISO video cameras to Iraqi citizens and then
edited the 450 hours of film into
the final product.
I tana Smith, a coordinator for
Iraqi-America 1'reedom Alliance,
said Ramadan and Karin's pre
sentation has been well received
around the nation.
The react ion has all been posl

loi Wood COUaty l ntfmerr

Patrick NO
only Recorder
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granIKI \(ji on:
"The 30-minute program will feature
one-on-one, sit-down interviews with the
candidates that will focus on their love of
sports and how sports impact their lives."
A statement from ESPN.promotingan upcoming episode ol"Sports(enfcrT
which will feature President Bush and Sen. Win Kerry bong interviewed
The episode will air Monday, the eved the ekction.1 tandaed turn)
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A resounding W for Ohio Issue 1
When thinking about
YOU DECIDE
voting in this upcomHow do you feel about
ing election ii Is best to
Issue 1? Send an E-mail to
leave ideology out of the equathenews@bgnews.com and tell
tion. Candidates either have
us what you think.
sound policies, or poor ones.
It is with tliis in mind that thill!, News lias come to the con- and poorly written bill that would
clusion to vote no on Issue 1.
hurt Ohio in many ways,
We do not view Issue 1 from a
The language of the bill slates,
liberal or conservative, religious "this stale and iis political subor agnostic stance of whether gay
divisions shall not create or recmarriage should be banned in
ognize a legal status for relationthe state constitution. We per- ships of unmarried individuals
ceived it as a poorly conceived
that intends to approximate the

design, qualities, significance or Mike DeWine, Sen. George
Voinovich, Gov. Hob Tall and
effect of marriage."
Many in Ohio, liberal and con- Attorney General lim I'eiro —
servative alike interpret this as all Republicans
Other groups who have come
being loo vague and far sweeping. It goes beyond just deny- OUt against the bill include
the AARI! League of Women's
ing gay marriage and limits all
the
ACLU,
Ohio
partnership benefits of unmar- Voters,
Federation of Teachers and Ohio
ried couples and even the elderly
who rely on each other in their Slate University.
The bill would bun Ohio State
later years.
This is not only the posilion — and in the future, possibly
of our editorial board, but also BGSU — because ii would prohibit slate schools from offering
of many anti-gay marriage
politicians in Ohio such as Sen. partnership benefits to unmar-

Coming out takes courage
JEFF
WEIDMAN
Guest Columnist
Most likely you know
someone who is
gay. Help gay people
celebrate their sexuality this
month for National Coming
Out Month.
National Coming Out Month
helps people who are gay to
leant lo embrace and accept
their sexuality.
The best way to help other
people understand coming oul.
is lo lell my story. 1 am gay, and I
did not come out to anyone until
my second year at BGSU.
Through high school I
struggled with my sexuality,
and the comments from people
who made fun of me. 1 knew
dial 1 liked guys, but society
had taught me thai being gay
was wrong, so I didn't want to
admit it.
When I started to dale other
men, I had to lie lo my parents
about where I was going. I would
often lell my mother that I was
going to the mall, and I would
sneak oul and meet other guys.
My friends would see me the
next day at school and ask me
what I did last night, and I would
siniggle lo come up with a story
off the lop of my head.
I never realized how much
better 1 would have felt if 1 would
have come out
When I came to BGSU I fell
like I was in another world. My
graduating class had 100 people,
so to move to a place where

there are so many people provided a lot of diversity. I gol a job
working at Chi Chi's in town, and
met Other gay people there. 1 still
hid my feelings and told everyone I was straight. Many people
didn't believe me, but I thought 1
was pulling it off.
After spring break of my
second year at BGSU, I met a
guy thai I really liked. I le was
masculine, and no one could
tell [hat he was gay. We started
dating and we are slill together
now, two years later. With my
boyfriend's support, I was able to
heip tell my best friend that I was
bisexual. I iold another friend
after that, and with each person I
told, it became easier.
After 1 told my friends, I
became a much happier person.
I fell like they finally knew the
"real" me.
1 now had people that I amid
confide in and tell my feelings.
My mom accidentally found out
that I was gay when she found
a condom in my trash. I was
scared, but after she said that
she had thought about il before
and that I was her son and she
would love me no matter what. I
felt so relieved.
I told my dad a few weeks
later and fie asked me for the
chance to help him learn more
about me and understand
homosexuality.
I'm now in iny last year at
BGSU, and everyone knows
that I am gay now, if I meet new
people I don'l introduce myself
as "my name is Jeff and I'm gay,"
but if someone asks, then I'm
nol ashamed to tell them at all. I
am the happiest thai I have ever

been in my life.
Coming out gave me a whole
new life; a life full of true-friendship, complete honesty, and a
sense of loyalty to myself.
I wouldn't have been able to
come out unless 1 had the support of my boyfriend, and my
friends who supported me when
I told them I was gay. Students
who are questioning their sexuality, need support to know that
it is okay for them lo admit they
are gay.
With the support of other people who are going through me
same tilings in life, queer people
can free themselves. By coming
out, they will be able to start a
new and better life. Support for
those people is available from
VISION, an on-campus group.
VISION is the University's
organization for
G.I..B.T.Q.I.Q.S.S. students. If
you've never heard of these letters before, this is what they
mean. G stands for gay, I. for
lesbian, B for bisexual, T for
transgender, Q for queer, I for
intersex, Q for questioning and
SS for straight supportive.
Intersex, more commonly
known as Hermaphrodites, are
people born with ihe sex organs
of a man and a woman.
Questioning is for people who
are unsure of dicir sexuality.
Straight supportive are people
who aren't gay or any other of
the terms, but are helpful and
friendly to the queer community.
If any student on campus
knows mat diey are queer, or
are questioning their sexuality,

What was the best

Halloween costume
you have ever had?

TEMPESTE M0SHER
FRESHMAN, DEAF
INTERVENTION SPECIALIST
"I was a flower in
kindergarten."

BEN DAVIS
SOPHOMORE,
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
"One time I was an
Indian. I had war
paint on my face."

SAVANNAH B0BLITT
FRESHMAN, HUMAN
RESOURCE MGMT.
"I was a spider, and I
had eight arms."

LAUREN RIDDLE
FRESHMAN, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
"My parents dressed
me up as a pumpkin
when I was four"

AT ISSUE: Every vote for John Kern in a suing state
opens iij> the door for third parties in the future
With Ralph Nader's campaign fatal!) wounded
by unified resistance
from progressives to his candidacy, disillusioned votersfrom
the left should use theii ballot
to make a stand in this election
that caters to two of their most
important political objectives.
1 tiivtive legal tactics from
I lemocrats have barred Nader's
name from ballots in main
states, And the reality that a
quasi-conservative platform
from Mm Kerrj will be much
more tolerable than Bushs
assault on humanity Is a given
So what next?
Naders ot any othei third
party candidate's campaign is
not strong enough and does
not exist In enough light to
realize the far lefts goal of
widespread credibility for thirdparties in future elections Is
notoriety they might gain worth
a possible Hush victory In bat
deground states?'
Crunch time is sharply defining the outcomes of all possible
voter decisions. Ihe media
circus drama, overpaid lawyei s
and expensive favors are creep
ingsteadiij totheJrshad) nests
next to the White I louse for
election night
With die severity oi this election obvious to anyone who
doesn't view this race for publk
office as a spectator spun, ever)
possible opponent to the Bush
regime must unite to accomplish a more complex goal
than just ousting out horrible
president
Most third-party supporters despise the presidenl as
much (if not more) ashard-coic
Democrats, but feel that they,
and the roots ol their ideology,
are not being represented by
John Kerry, fliis couldn't be truer.
The Democratic Party needs
to be informed that the) are m i
longer speaking for the citizens
thai they should be.
lohn Kerry voted to install
troops in Iraq fin whatevei ma
son, and they are dying SO that
Bush and his elite can he kings
of the global oil market lohn
Kerry is for the Patriot Act; a ticket for politically-influenced law
enforcement to play Gestapo
when commanded.
lohn Kerry lias yet to call
the president out on being a
criminal that induced Gear Into
the minds of his fellow dozens
solely for passive permission to
totally discard global diplomacy
and conquer countries thai have

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
K-mail: thenews@bgnews.con)
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

JED
HERRINGTON
Incoherent Ranting
something he wauls. Kerry has
also failed lo hold the Presidenl
accountable far being a comm.indei in eliiel that lets special
interest groujM compromise the
integrit) of a decorated veteran
lohn Kerry ma] have failed
as a responsible opponent but
i cant see him embodying the
same opposition to the kfeaol
treating all humans equally, like
the President does,
I also can't see lohn Kerry fill
ing Bushs role as the voice inside
the heads of gullible Americans.
throwing the word "terrorist"
around like a newspaper raised
above a quivering dog's head.
The Itush Adiiiinislialion has
totally paralyzed the analytical ihoughi processes ol hall of
America, I would hope that
Kenys first order ol business
would be to throw Homeland
Securitys terror-alert advising
system intoaduropstet
So, with man) states ahead)
safer) portioned to the two
candidates, progressive voters
in "Showdown Males' I liegon.
Nevada, < Colorado, New Mexico.
Minnesota, Iowa. Missouri.
Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Florida, Maine and New
Hampshire: musi cast a vote
tin Kerry.
Bven with this support of "the
lessei ol two evils,'' progressives
can still cast their disapproval
for lohn Kern and high-ranking I lemocrats, while keeping
organizations such UkeQeai
(:haiiuel. Sine lair, Huron, Saudi
Arabia, and I lallihurton out of
the Oval Office
vote swapping with progressives in States that are secured
for Kerry is a perfect way to keep
the Republicans from powei
while standing up against a
Democratic party that misrepresents its supporters,
For example, voting Kerry in
Onto in exchange for a thirdparty vote from a New Yorker
lets statistics express disapproval
for Kerry's platform, but does so
In a state that isn't affected by
a possible lour to five percent
den ease ill uites for Kerry.
I his conscious collaboration of educated voting will
help remove a tyrant and will
also serve as a bridge between
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prevent employers from offering health benefits to gay and
unmarried couples driving away
top candidates.
II you are in an unmarried
Couple and a business in Ohio
is offering $80,000 a year, and
an Indiana business is offering
$80,000 a year with health benefits who do you think the candidate would choose?
Issue 1 is being opposed an oss
the isle and DO one should let
their political Ida >1< igyck ud their
judgement when voting.

PEOPLE liberal votes may
ON THE STREET help third parties

COMING OUT, PAGE 5
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ried couples. Ibis could lead to
our University not recruiting the
best educators and employees.
The effect of Ihc bill would slop
unmarried couples from settling
wills, gaining health Insurance
benefits or visiting loved ones in
the hospital
I van worse for our struggling
stale is that il would hurl business all over Ohio. While we
have already lost ovei 200,000
jobs during the last lour years,
passing Issue I would only com
pound the problem. It would
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are 61 be leva
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included tor verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with llic Subject line marked "Letter
In the 1 duor'\hr"(,ucst Column."0nly
t mailed letters and columns will be
considered lor printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarih
reflect the views of The BG News'.
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Superstition fuels upcoming election
I would consider myself to
be a superstitious person.
I don't step on cracks in the
sidewalk. I avoid doing anything involving an odd number.
When I still played volleyball,
I'd bounce the ball exactly four
times before serving, and I
would only wear a certain sock
on my left foot and a certain
sock on my right foot.
Well, I guess these are more
examples of my obsessive-compulsive disorder than supers) i
tion, but no matter.
The fact of the matter is,
superstitions are everywhere
and affect us all in one way or
another, and the election is no
exception. In fact, as the big day
draws near, I've been hearing
more and more about superstitions and lore surrounding
the election.
Evidence A: The Washington
Redskins. That's right, an NFL
football team has proven to be
a time-tested election predictor.
If the Redskins lose their his!
home game prior to the dec
tion, the White Mouse switches
panics. If they win, the incumbent stays in power.
Scoff if you'd like, but this has
proven true in the last 15 elections. That's 60 years for those
of you who aren't math majors.
The Redskins play Green Bay
on Sunday. So regardless ol
when your loyalties on the
football field may lie, you might

CHELSEA
SNYDER

Snyde Remarks
want to reconsider them just
for one night.
According to ESPN.com.
Green Bay's favored to win in a
close battle. But the Green Bay
gods may not be kind to Sen.
Kerry, seeing as he incorrectly
addressed Lambeau Held as
liimbert Field. Ah, the irony.
If football isn't your thing, I
bring to question Nickelodeon's
"Kids lick the President" election. In the last four elections,
the candidate chosen by kids in
Nickelodeon's |X>II was the candidate who won the election.
I guess this could be explained
in a more logical sense than
attributing it to superstition,
siring as the kid vote more
than likely reflects their parents'
stance in the election. The children even tlefend their presidential decision, arguing that they
should lx' allowed to vote in the

elections because, states Linda
Hlerbee, "Nick News" writer and
host, "Kills aieiit dumb, they're
just younger and shorter.''
Maybe lack I landey had a
point: "The face of a child can
say it all - especially the mouth
part of the face."
(By the way. Kerry won the
Nickelodeon election.)

• • •

Some superstitions cancel
each oilier out. Usually, no president donning a middle name
is re-elected (I know there are
exceptions to this one, but I said
usually'). I don't know if tin "W"
counts as a middle name, but it
couldn't help in the case of this
superstition. However, it's also
a known superstition that no
senator is elected to President.
Sorry, lohn-lohn.
However, legends and curses
are on rare occasion broken.
Case in point: the Boston Red
Sox. They suffered the notorious curse of never winning a
World Series since trading Babe
Ruth to the Yankees for cash.
And we all know what happened to that curse.
Things change. Superstitions
are proven wrong. We're all
adults, aren't we? Can we conduct an election without throw
ing in hocus-pocus
and ballyhoo?
We could, but where's the
fun in that?
Yes, the election is an event
that should be regarded in
all seriousness. And superstitions depend on the person
and just how seriously one

takes them. And superstitions
are also pivotal on a candidate's
knowledge of America's great
football stadiums.
We all have our superstitions,
whether they apply to our own
daily lives (I had a roommate
who firmly believed if she woke
up on her stomach, it was going
to be a bad day), or on a grander
scale, such as the election, or a
football contest involving our
beloved Falcons. Superstition
makes things interesting. It
could be said that superstition
is childish and petty, but then
again, the same could be said of
a lot of politicians,
So get your lucky rabbit's foot,
cheer for the football team corresponding to your presidential
pick land Democrats, pray that
Kerry has atoned to the Packer
gods for his grave sin), listen to
the wisdom of your kid sister,
and pray for the best
Or you could get out and vote.
In the meantime, I'll be here
with my voodoo doll, plotting
('Mutual world domination.

NOW AVAILABLE

353-7272

(papa)

HOURS!

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am
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Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
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...and many more apartments and houses

1 Large, 1 Item
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445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402
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COMING OUT, FROM PAGE 4

VISION is the organization for
them. It's goals are to represent
all members of the organization, and to promote issues
involving the queer community of BGSU.
VISION provides an accepting and supportive environment for its members. They
hope to create open dialogue
between the Bowling Green
community and VISION,
hoping to increase people's

E-mail Jed iviih comments at
jaherri@lignel.bgsu.edu.

knowledge, awareness,
and acceptance.
Eventually the world will
accept homosexuality and
realize that we are no different
than any other person, we just
have a different preference in
our bedrooms.
I \ rntually, people will realize that two people of the same
sex can fall in love, they'll see it
doesn't matter who we choose
to love. Hopefully through this
people will see that love is all
we need, and then we can all
live as one.

Editor's note: due to space limitations,
Letters to the Editor are available on our Web
site. Read them out at www.bgnews.com.
Also online are Matthew Clark and Amanda
Dlugiewicz's point-counterpoint columns
regarding Bush versus Kerry on the economy.
We greatly appreciate all guest submissions.
If you wish to submit a letter to us regarding
your opinion on the upcoming election, we
ask the length not exceed 300 words as we
want to include as many voices as possible.
Thank you for your support of the BG News!

E-mail Chelsea with comments
al chelsls&ligiiet.ligsu.eilu.

LISTINGS FOR FALL 2005

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

islands of the left.
It is too late for any serious
contention for the presidency
by a third-party candidate.
Itills and political commentary sadly affect the choices of
many Americans. A mudslinging commercial, if repeated
enough, distorts simple reason
in some fragile minds.
The media never allowed
viable contention by a thirdparty. The debates were (he
biggest television spectacle this
year — besides the Super Bowl
— and there were only two candidates participating.
The core objective of pro-

gressive third parties can be
accomplished by vote swapping. This route protests the
IX'tnocrat Party's moonlighting in the right-wing agenda
while, at the same time, saving the planet from four more
years of calculated ignorance
to the majority of the free
world's wishes.
Why let the person farthest
from your beliefs retain power
with the help of your displaced
vote? Go ahead and vote for
third-party, but do it in a state
that won't be swung by it.

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
$. Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 *

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319
ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewlovarealestate.com

R

r

D

Alcohol,
Drug Addiction,
Mental Health
Services

afe, Healthy Community
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Telephone service motivates quitters
Pilot program offers
support to those who
wish to quit smoking.

them is the first step in helping they'd like."
them to quit, Schieber said.
It is pertinent that the caller
"We get a snapshot of the per- decide they want to stop smokson and their tobacco use and ing when calling the Quit Line.
the walls that they need to over"The most important part
come to get a better feeling of of the process is that the indihow to help them." she said
vidual needs to want to quit,"
During the first call the coun- Kulasekere said. "Counselors
selor will ask for the individuals can't talk a person into
history of smoking, any triggers quitting."
associated with smoking, and
The TUPCF initiated a pilot
will set a specific date to quit, program in Cleveland, Toledo,
said Melissa Kulasekere, Tobacco and Athens in 2003 because of
Cessation Counselor.
the highly disproportionately
The second call is to help the tobacco use in those cities.
individual prepare to successThe pilot program expefully quit, and the remaining rienced a 25 percent quit rate
three calls offer support to the compared to the cold turkey
individual after they've stopped method which yields a one to
smoking, Schieber said.
two percent quit rate, Schieber
I ivc telephone sessions with said.
the counselor is the normal
"Every person who wants to
amount for most people and has quit needs a different type of
been proven effective through support," she said. "Some peoprotocols developed by Quit ple prefer and have success with
I i lie professionals.
one on one call sessions because
"It's not too many, and it's it is a little more private and pernot too little," Schieber said. "It sonal and works better for some
depends on the person and the people."
assistance needed, and people
Ohio ranks thirteenth in
can call back as many limes as the nation for the highest

By Laren Weber
REPORTER

A tree and confidential service
calledthcOhio'loliaccoQuii line
offers guidance lo Ihose warning
to quit smoking.
i he program, implemented about a year ago, is part of
a complement of different services to help smokers who want
10 quit, said lit-tli Schieber,
Spokesperson fot die Ohio
Tobacco Use Prevention and
Control foundation.
The TUPCF is funded with
money secured from the nation
al Master Settlement Agreement
between tobaoco companies and
•tti states.
The first step in utilizing the
program is to call die Quit line
at
1 -800-934-4840 to speak to one
of the trained counselors.
Forming a relationship with
the caller and understanding

percentage of adult smokers.
The Quit Line is not targeted
"The most
specifically toward adults, but
hopes to help all who call.
important part of
"The most important thing
the process is that
is that we're here to help when
you're ready," Kulasekere said.
the individual needs
Forty-two other states offer
to want to quit."
similar telephone services as
part of a comprehensive antitobacco program.
MELISSA KULASEKERE
Kulasekere said that Ohio is
TOBACCO CESSATION CONSELOR
one of the only states that offers
a credible program and is able
to provide a free service that is
"We see huge spikes in our
available to a large number of response each time they run a
people.
commercial," she said.
"A lot of people that call the
The Quit Line counselors
Quit Line are disabled and can't arc available Monday through
leave their homes," she said. Thursday from 9 a.m. lo 11 p.m.,
"We can reach them over the Friday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and
phone."
Saturday and Sunday from
The response and use of the
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. The serQuit Line has been very positive vice is also provided in both
since its creation almost a year English and Spanish.
ago.
The program has shown to be
Counselors
have
seen very effective to thousands of
increases in the number of call- Ohioans.
ers since the release of a com"Many new callers seek the
mercial advertising the service, Quit Une for help because of
Kulasekere said.
a friend or family member's

success with the program,"
Kulasekere said.
The Wellness Connection at
Student Health Services offers
help for students who are looking to kick their smoking habit
at the University.
Carrie Belair, a certified
chemical dependency counselor, offers free and confidential
counseling by appointment.
Belair said that many students begin smoking at a young
age to relieve stress and at first
it works, but then they become
addicted.
"I think it is a big health problem at the University," she said.
"A lot of people in college smoke
one, two, or five cigarettes a day,
and before they know it, they're
addicted."
The Wellness Connection
hopes to increase the amount
of students that take advantage
of the counseling by sponsoring an advertising campaign in
November.
"I hope to make students that
come see me non-smokers for
life," said Belair. "It is possible."

Student faces incumbent in Qerk of Courts race

REBECCA BHAER
Clerk of Courts
By Amanda Hooper
REPORTER

In 16 years of service as the
Wood County Clerk of Courts
Rebecca Bhaer has never been
challenged for re-election. Now,
in 2004, she finally has opposition, University Senior Matt
Lyons, 27.
Lyons is embarking on his first
run for public office against the

incumbent Bhaer.
"I can't imagine coming into
this office with no experience,"
Bhaer said.
Bhaer worked as the deputy
clerk of courts for six years in
Wood County before deciding to
run for clerk in 1988. Managing
28 employees, 18 million dollars worth of tax money, and
over 2000 pages of documents
a day adds up to a lot of work.
Bhaer supervises and handles
all of this each day from the 2nd
floor of the Wood County Court.
She compares the position to
"being the CEO of a fair-sized
company."
Teaching business classes
many years ago prepared her for
current position.
"I like to solve problems for
people. This job is about customer service," said Bhaer. "It's
also about planning, management and evaluating. All of these

tools I used teaching business, I
just use in a different way now.
Running the Clerk of Courts
office is like being the CEO of a
fair sized company."
Matt Lyons isrunningbecause
he sayshis ideas for new innovations to update the office, including satellite offices, downloadable forms on the Internet, case
records online, and information
on the Clerk's office available al
the county libraries.
"There are a lot of customer service changes that I
think could be improved and
enhanced immensely," Lyons
said.
Bhaer believes changes
to the Clerk's office over the
last few years have embraced
technology and benefited the
community.
"1 think I'm a little bit innovative. I've had lo be," said Bhaer.
"We'vebeen in thesameamounl

of space and employees have
almost doubled since I've been
here. Saving space is an issue."
Moving from the standard file
cabinets to the latest moveable
file shelving is one of the space
saving techniques dial Bhaer has
overseen. A recent innovation for
the office is a scanner.
The scanner scans and indexes the documents for anyone to
see," she said. "This saves staff
time because they don't have lo
handle the original documents
when the public needs them.
We have three computers here
for public use to pull up the
documents.'
The Clerk of Courts Web site
has recently expanded to include
downloadable forms and is prepared to offer case records online
once judges make suggestions
about privacy issues.
"The technology is in place,"
Bhaer assured. "But. 1 don't
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make all the calls, judges have lave passport applications available
authority."
and many title papers are availabk'
Lyons is glad that the office online in the downloadable fonn on
is making progress since he first the (Jerk of CounsWeb site."
liegan his campaign last year.
Bhaer cites lier many years of ser"There is obviously substance vice as teaching lier tliat "this is a
to what I'm saying or they lialancingact." She was formerly the
wouldn't be making these chang- President of Ohio (Jerk of Courts
es," Lyons said. "But, just because AssociatioR
oiielliuig I'm advticatingfor has got"People diroughout die state look
ten done doesnt mean t here is not to me for leadership" Bliacr said.
more."
"I'm putty kiKMledgeabk' about
Lyons believes that people are still what's going on."
limited by the IKXIIS and location
Lyons admits that "some will
of die legal office. I k- would like to immediately dismiss me because
I in imh out and open satellite offices I have not previously held office."
for citizens who live farther away or I lovvever. lie sees a need for change
cm not come lo the office during as the motivation to diaDenge for
weekday hours.
the office
Bhaer counters dial it would not
"We are still not wtiere I think wilie fiscally respousilile to open satel- nced to be," he said
lite offices.
Ihe two candidates have met
"They are not necessary," she twice in fomial politic question and
said. "Most people do not need to answer forums. They will meet at
travel to the Wfaod County office least once more before the elect ion
on a regular basis. Post offices now on November 2.

Visit us online at
www.bgnews.com
for more information
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Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

Grand Opening

Three Levels
Your Own
Bedroom and
Bathroom
Ashley & Bassett
Furniture

FREE
Cable & Internet

WITH LOVE COMES QUESTIONS.
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULDN'T BE
ONE OF THEM.
*"^Itr"
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULD COME WITH ANSWERS,
NOT QUESTIONS. LIKE YES IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND YES IT'S
PERFECT. AND YES ITS APPRAISED, CERTIFIED. AND
LASER INSCRIBED. YES, ITS INSURED YES IT INCLUDES

You can't afford NOT to live here!

A LIFETIME UPGRADE. AND FINALLY, YES, ITS A
KRA1KO - THE ONLY DIAMOND THAT CAN SAY
YES TO ALL THE ABOVE.

Call ana reserve your space today!
Leasing office located in
119 E. Court Street
Visit www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
anil check out our online floor plans.

interior and exterior photos, rentals rales.
anil detailed amenity listings!
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Call Today! (419)-353-3300

R. Howards Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Next to Panera Bread

419-354-3554
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HILTON: Check out the
Pulse review of hot new
singer Tyler Hilton; PAGE 9
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calendar of events
FRIDAY
12 p.m.
Costume Contest
Falcon's Nest
7 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Fahrenheit 9/11
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Fahrenheit 9/11
Union Theater
10 p.m.
Sledge
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Twist of Nothing
Embassy
Nate & Walty's
10 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's

SATURDAY
10 p.m
Bigfoot and the Fully Automatic
Junk
Drama Club
Potatoebabies
Hubbcap
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
The Water Band
Nate & Wally's

10 p.m.
Groove Assassins
Brewster's

SUNDAY
10 p.m.
Soledad Brothers
The Satisfactions
Boogaloosa Prayer
MC Habitat
Howard's Club H
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Fahrenheit 9/11
Union Theater

MONDAY
9 p.m.
Last Comic Standing in the Pub
Black Swamp Pub
10 p.m.
OJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Dodgeball
Union Theater
10 p.m.
DJ Baroque
Brewster's

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
Ryan Montblau
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Jerry Sprague
Nate & Wally's

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
Battle of the Bands
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
DJ Diamond D. Lee
Nate & Wally's

'Ghosf sighting at Howard's
By Chelsea Howard
PULSE REPORTER

Looking for something to do
Halloween evening? Grab your
best angel outfit and fly down
to Howard's Club H! The Holy
Ghost has left their father and
son at home and is ready to
rock in Bowling Green with
what lead vocalist Christopher
Dean Heine calls, "Real rock
and roll."
The Holy Ghost, a Brooklynbased band consisting of
brothers Christopher Dean, the
vocalist, and Kent Heine, the
bassist, as well as Alec Ferrell,
the guitarist, and drummer
Angela Webster, will be the second out of three bands to play
Howard's on Halloween night.
"Right now we're getting all of
ourstuff readyfbrtour, but we're
kiiula playing around with the
idea of doing something fun for
Halloweea But, 1 wouldn't be
surprised if we do, we haven't

decided directly what it's going
to be," Heine said.
This will be the second show
that Holy Ghost will play on a
three week long, twenty show
fall leg of their 2004 tour which
will be geared to promoting
their new twelve-track album
which drops in February of 2005
and is still seeking a name.
"We're really excited about
the new record. We have a few
ideas as to what we could name
it, but we just aren't really sure
right now," Christopher Dean
Heine said.
The nameless new album,
which will be the longest of the
four records that The Holy Ghost
has released, is the successor
to a six track album named,
"Well.. .(Jet Your Funeral Shoes,"
which was deemed as a refreshing success among fans and
rock critics alike
With amazing vocal tracks
that really set the tone for the

album, the six-track tease
exudes exploding energy and
modern-indie guitar pop
hooks that seem to be a combination for success. One
would just hope that history
will repeat itself for the new
record as The Holy Ghost has
something new and exciting
to offer for those who yearn for
the days when pure rock and
roll ruled the world.
"When we moved here (New
York) in 1999, we were playing
rock and roll music, and people
were telling us it that it wasn't
going to work because elecinMin.i was what was popular
and we weren't playing electronica. Then the whole 'New
Rock and Roll' thing got popular because of bands like the
Strokes and Hot Hot Heat."
"\* put a lot of soul in to our
music and 1 really think that
makes us stand out"
The Holy Ghost has earned

a rather hefty fan base as
they have toured throughout
America three times, puttingon
a show which fans label as, "A
Must See." Fan Scott lacobson
states, "The band truly feels
as they play. The expressions
on their faces as the music
emanates from them convey
that they put so much heart
and soul into everything that
they do. They're just... awesome and they show is a better
experience than just sitting at
home and listening to a CD.
I encourage everyone who
appreciates a good rock band
to go see the show."
According to The Holy Ghost,
they are expecting to take the
stage by 10:30 p.m. and tickets
will be either $5 or $7 dollars.
I loward's Club H is located at
210 North Main Street, approximately three doors down from
the Comer Grill.

Web offers
cheap
Halloween
costumes
By Stephanie Uverani
PulSE REPORTER

Deciding on the right Halloween
costume can become more trouble and cost more money than it
should. I«r college students on
a budget, finding that perfectly
creative costume does not have to
become an expensive nightmare.
There are several homemade costume ideas that require little or
no cost to make by simply using
everyday items around the house.
A school nerd is always an
easy and cheap costume, Simply
borrow or find pants that fit too
small, a button down shirt and
old sunglasses. Pop the lenses
out of the glasses and tape the
center with white tape. Wear the
shirt nicked in.
COSTUMES, PAGE 9
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Highlights of horror films
The Pulse staff picks its top ten horror movies of all time for Halloween
By Sean Corp
D I To R

1. Psycho

Coincklentally, \lfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho" was also Inspired bj
serial killer, EdGein. In the film
a young woman [Janet Leigh) is
on the run after stealing $40,000
from hei buss. She stops by a
cheap motel for the night and
is murdered in the showei bj a
shadow) maniacal killer.
TMs is the film that established
the slasher genie, Itisthebenchmark that all other films aspire to
rhere hasn't been a single slasher/
horror movie not influenced in
some way bj this groundbreaking Mm Since its release over III
years ago.
I he film made people, including iis star, terrified ol taking
showers, ii was one ol the best
BimmakereofaUtimeatthetopof
his game full of actors delivering
career defining performances.
Number of interior sequels and
remakes: I
2. The Exorcist

When "The Exorcist" debuted in
theaters in 1973 its tagline was
"Nobody expected it, nobody
believed it, and nobody could
slop it" This also describes
the impact the film had as ii hit
America by surprise and redefined the horror genie Full ol
shocking scenes and gruesome
horror the film provided one of
the most iconic scenes in the history of honor.
In the film. Satan possesses a

*young gii I and a priest struggling
with his faith is called on to per
form an exorcism to rid the girl
ofthe evil spirit inside of net The
film is eoaise. bloody, shocking
and brilliant
Number ol inferior sequels and
remakes, i
3. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre

Not to lake anything away from
the recent "Massacre" remake ol
last year, but ii cannot hold a
candle to the original. However,
in some ways It is unfair to compare the two as the new version was Slick and professional
the original was cheap, with
rough edges and a gritty feel
id it However, these elements
only added to die horror ot lobe

i loopei's infamous classic
I ooseh inspired by the serial
killer Ed Gein, "Massacre" is the
story ol a group of*20 something
kids meeting a sadistic family of
cannibals and being chased by
one Ol then son's l.ealbeilare.
Hie film is intensely creepy with
one ofthe greatest horror \ Lllalns
of all lime.
Number ol Inferior sequels and
remakes: 4
4. The Shining

Stephen King, who wrote die
nmel by which the film is based,
may have bated the film, but
audiences loved it
Hie movie centers on a family
who become the caretakers ol a
large hotel in die mountains dur-

•*-.....
ing iis off-season. It all start out
line, bin slowly things devolve
and the lather (lack Nicholson al
his most beautifully over the top)
goes mad. Ir is up to the young
son who has been given the gift
oi the Shining to save his mother
and himself.
Kubricks version departs wildly from the book, but it delivers
chills just the same. From the
opening frames when an elevator
opens and a seemingly endless
rivci of blood rushes out towards
the camera you know that you're
going to see something"original.

...

6. Halloween

a ass as men.
much
The true highlight of the film
is tile Alien creature, with its
long lanky frame, long slender head and ferocious teeth.
seeing the creature come out
of the darkness towards one of
[he i rew members will give you
nightmares,

How can one make a list of horror films in honor of Halloween
without mentioning this John
(arpenter classic? The movie featured one of the first unstoppable
superhuman enemies. Michael
Myers, which was subsequently Number of inferior sequels and
ripped off by others ("Friday the remakes: 4
13th" and "Nightmare on Elm
8. Night of the Living Dead
Street" to name two).
Michael was put into an institution at tile age of six alter mur- This is the granddaddy of all zomdering bis sister after witnessing bie movies. Il established every
Number of inferior sequels and her get it on with her boyfriend. convention used in almost every
Fifteen years later he escapes zombie film to this day. They
remakes: 1
and starts offing other young are mindless killing machines
men and women who enjoy sex walking slowly, they feast on
5. The Ring/Ringu
(which is all horror characters human flesh and you kill them
"The Ring" is an American seem to really care about any- by destroying their brains. The
remake of the lapanesc hit hor- way). Along the way he goes film was a benchmark in horror film "Ringu." which itself alter the heroine Laurie Strode ror in 1968 and while time has
was a remake of a lapanesc (Jamie Lee Curtis) and she must not been as kind to this film as
made for-TV movie. For those outwit him to survive the fateful others on the list it deserves a
spot as it originated an entire
who prefer alarming jolts, the Halloween night.
genre that has been exploited by
F.nglish language version is for
you. I low ever, if you like the slow Number of inferior sequels and many recent films ("The Dawn of
the Dead" remake 'Resident Evil"
methodical buildup towards a remakes: 7
films. "I'll Days later" etc.)
terror filled conclusion and can
tolerate foreign films check out 7. Alien
Number of inferior sequels and
the original Japanese version.
In the film people are dying Not only one of the best hor- remakes: 5
exactly seven days after they ror films ever made, but one
watch a horrific, but cryptic tape. of the best science fiction films 9. May
lOumaUst Rachel (Naomi Watts) too. Alien is a terrifying trip into
must decipher the tape and fig- space as we witness a crew being A little known film from a couple
ure out its origins to save herself stalked by a large grotesque of years ago "May" is about a
young outcast who, after alienatalien creature
and her young son.
The film is a masterwork in ing the boy she lias fallen in love
Both films are filled with expert
direction from Gore verbinskj shooting, lighting, pacing and with, goes to extreme lengths to
American version) and Hideo acting - especially that of heroine "make a friend." The film may
Ripley iSigoinney Weaver) who not be widely known, but it does
Vikatal Japanese version).
proved women could kick just as have its supporters. Critic Rogei
Number ol inferior seuuels and

Photo courtesy ol Haunted Hydro

HAUNTED HYDRO: Scary clown tent bids anxious guests to enter.

( Tossm.m agreed "It's a seasonal thing.''
I lannled houses are not a
tradition for everyone, bow
ever. Amy Odoguardi, senior,
last went to a haunted house
in eighth grade.
"I didn't really like people
jumping out at me." she said.
Odoguardi felt her experience was scary "to an extent"
but not a great one.
Thomas Rees, senior, once
had a rough time in a haunt
ed house, as well.
An actor jumped toward

Number of inferior sequels and
remakes: 0
10. Gremlins

Forget the cheesy and cheeky
sequel. 'Hie original "Gremlins"
may have been a family film, and
a Stet en Spielberg film, but it was
also pretty darn scary. We are
Introduced to a cute and fuzzy
little guy named Gizmo who is
a present to a high school boy
named Billy (Zach Galligan) from
his father. Gizmo gets wet and
births many cute, but troublemaking Magwais. These Magwais eat
after midnight and presto, they
transform into Gremlins. These
creatures are reptilian monsters
that raise trouble all over town.
Sure it may not be scary' now,
but back when we were all five
years old those Gremlins were
the epitome of horror. Resides,
you have to give credit to a movie
that single-handedly changes the
film industry. Because of the dark
content and violence in this film
the \I1'V\ was forced to make
a whole new rating designation
PG 13
Number of inferior seuuels and

remakes: i
HAUNTED BUILDINGS
AROUND CAMPUS:

Students remember their haunted
house experiences with friends
HAUNTED. FROM PAGE 7

rhortr-jllivi
tin-hrcl
Fbert
called it the
best horror filr
film
since Halloween.
I he film is full of honor, but
alsi i mixes in comedy and drama.
Throughout you're not quite sure
what to make of the film or its
main character, May (Angela
Bettis), but as the film approaches
its horrific climax you sense the
dread coming and are at the edge
of your seat while you watch.

Rees and bis friends as they friends really weren't, but 1 was."
Rob Turner, spokesperson for
walked through. The actor
"grabbed my buddy's girlfriend" the 1 taunted 1 lydru in Fremont
recounted Rees. Her ncryfriend said people go to haunted
then punched the actor, getting houses because they are live
Rees1 group thrown out of the entertainment. Us something
people can touch, see and
haunted house
ken Kiaeiner, senior, was smell," he said.
"The majority of people go
merely unimpressed when lie
went to a haunted house in through this with a spouse,
friend or group," Turner said.
Cleveland.
Turner sees girlfriends and
Haunted houses are pointless because they're not scary," boyfriends visit the Haunted
Kraemcr said. "I don't think I Ve Hydro who later return as a
married couple. "We now
ever gone to a good one."
A haunted house managed have families bringing their
to scare Iaura Ahlfeld. senior. families," Turner said. "It's very
"I was scared," she said. "My rewarding'

• Offenhauer East 6th
Floor
• Offenhauer West 216
• Alpha /eta Delta
House
• Kohl Hall Lounge
• McDonald West
• Rodgers Hall
• l'roui Hall
• Eva Marie Saint
Theatre
• Kreischer-Darrow
• 1 larshman-Chapman

Call the KEY Yearbook at 372-8634 to schedule jour appointment.
The Legendary

NEWI9VE

WAILERS

Rentals
1 & 2 Bedcq^uTApS
louses!
"Townhouses!

SEAGATE CONVENTION CENTER
TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFICE, AT ALL tfc*Slll|fflrOr.in.ET8.
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Students share favorite
Halloween costumes
ByrfctoteRominski
PULSE REPORTER

It's that time of year again where
the leaves are changing color,
the air is getting cooler, and little
kids demand candy for wearing
a cute costume. Itor those of you
who are unaware, and possibly
live under a rock, this weekend
is Halloween. The time of year
where moms and dads dress
up their children only to be
rewarded with following them
around their neighborhoods
until their noses run and toes
freeze because let's face it, it's
always snowing or drizzling in
Ohio that night.
It's a little kid holiday right?
Wrong The Bowling Green college kids have decided to join in
the fun this year as well. While
some are dressing up for costume parties, others are dressing
up to go trick-or-treating with
the masses. Not everyone on
campus is participating, however 1 thought it would lie fun to
ask a few students on campus
what their costume ideas were.
After I finally convinced them I
wasn't selling costumes, I got 25
students to help me out and tell
me their costume ideas.
This year will bring out your
average, used every year costumes, as well as some really
creative ideas. You have your
witches, people from the 70's
and jungle girls. Of the 25 asked,
4 replied they were going to be
some form of Mario, whether
it be the original Mario or Dr.
Mario or giant Italian Mario.
When asked "Why Mario?",
most students responded that

COSTUMES. FROM PAGE 7
A tourist is a comically unique
and simple costume, lust find
loudly colored clothes, a camera.
hat and fanny pack. Also, use
several road maps and shove
them into various pockets,
A ghost is a common but easy
Halloween favorite. Put a twist
on this costume by cutting holes
into an old white sheet, but draw
some chains anil spider webs on
it with magic marker.
A rock star can be made from
tearing old clothes, spiking hair

live the gift

C

they just had a really tall friend
who was going with them as
Luigi. Some more ideas were
robbers, doctors, Batman, an
Ohio State Buckeye and a devil.
Students seem to be getting
their costumes in a variety of
different ways. One male stu
dent explained he was going
to be Robin Hood because he
found some green clothes at
Goodwill. Another student said
she was going to be a can of
Campbell soup because she
saw the costume in the store
and liked the idea.
But some students got even
more creative than these
ideas. These students are mak
ing their own costumes. One
female student revealed she
was going to be a putting green
complete with golf tees, and
her boyfriend was going to be
a golfer. Freshman Shannon
Casey and her friend Sarah
lliggins also had great ideas
Casey will be dressing up as
corn on the cob, Higgins will
be the little corn prongs that
help you hold the com with
out getting messy, and a third
of their friends will be a stick
of butter. "I'm going to wrap
myself in that bubble wrap
mattress pad stuff," says Casey
"And I'm using green felt for the
stalk." The girls said they came
up with the idea themselves
out of their own creativity.
As it turns out, Halloween
isn't just lor the kids. Whether
you're dressing up or not, this
weekend will be fun for all. lust
as long as yon bring tissues and
wear an extra pair of socks.

with hairspray or gel. and mak
ing jewelry from safety pins and
dog collars
A box of popcorn is a unique
costume that can easily be
achieved by using a large cardboard box. Cut holes into the
box for arms and head, and
paint the outside of the box with
red and white stripes. Then glue
real or fake popcorn to the outside of die box.
lor more inexpensive cos
mine ideas, go to www.crafters.
org, or www.stretcher.com.
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Long Way Round"

Hie Place You're In'

A

Sparing radical guitar riffs and
solos that can stir the dead in their
coffin. Kenny Wayne Shepherd
has been able to do that since he
was 13. Now at 27, he continues
to rock out.
Admiring Stevie Hay Vaughn,
Shepherd became one of the
youngest blues guitarists that
could almost play better than
Vaughn himself. Blues was
Shepherd's starting point.
In his recent album, "The Place
You're In," Shepherd relied more
on his vocal melodies. The eclectic combination of his voice and
his incredible guitar riffs shake
the ears of his listeners.
He continues to tenacioush
hold on to his blues background.
Although it is obvious diat he is
trying something new. he accomplishes his rocker status
Rhythm has not ever been a
problem with Shepherd. He plays
guitar and sings with a myriad of
energy. Shepherd is impressive
with his lyrics and his ebullience
on guitar.
As in any blues song, Shepherd
expresses loss, remorse .and joy..
Shepherd reminds his audience
how expressing yourself never
gets old.
Now that he has left die Kenny
Wayne Shepherd Band, he has
spread his wings into a new era
of rock.
In the mind of a man, who
enjoys to rock, in the song
Burdens," Shepherd exclaims,
t ause when your heart's been
broken/ All your hope's been
stolen," as a killer guitar solo fills
the room.
Ry Racliel Bolxik

4%

Nobody thought country and
rap would ever unite but it has
lately many artists have been
incorporating new sounds into
their music along with crossing
genres and mixing styles you
wouldn't expect.
Acoustic Syndicate blend
the two styles surprisingly well.
Most songs on the album have a
folk sound to them. On a couple
of tracks, you get a taste of the
soft rock mainstream side of the
band, but overall they stay on
the country and folk side of the
spectrum.
The songs are not anything
that you would expect to hear
on the radio. I or the most part.
the are upbeat, energetic tracks
I here arc a lot ol solos and breaks
to highlight the band's talent on
their instruments,
The sound throughout the
entire album is rich with a variety
of instruments like acoustic and
electric banjos, saxophones and
the mandolin. But, after a tew
songs, the sound gets repetitive
and boring,
The first song, which is the
title track, has the most country sound. It shows the bluegrass
aspect of their music the most
with banjos starting and ending
the song. There is a lot of harmonization, which can be an asset.
(h ciall. the album just gets too
hard to listen to alter a while. If
you are a fan of older country
music, you may want to give this
CD a try, but do not expect to love
it. At most, it's a bluegrass faris
guilty pleasure.

Prodigy's
fourth
album, Tyler Hilton is the newest singer
'Always Outnumbered, \cvei songwriter/guitar player, to hit
Outgunned," comes several the market, lie hopes to continyears after "Fat of the land" cre- ue In the tradition of lohn Mayer
ated a whirlwind of publicity for and Howie Day. Hilton, the !!(>
the electronica genre and sev- year-old Palm Springs. California
eral big hits that crossed into the native, is hoping that his debut
album, "The hacks ol lyiei
mainstream.
The result? A choppy effort Hilton," will launch his cairn
that borrows too much material into pop stardom
I rom the opening track of
from other musical acts instead
"When It Comes," to the ending
of building theii own work.
Hie rest of the album contains track, 'Picture Perfect," Hilton
overproduced works with various expresses himself through heartguest artists that create powerful. tell songs ma) you could cruise
through the country with. His
but largely unsatisfying results,
"The Way It Is" uses Michael hopelessly romantic lyrics could
lackson's Thriller' bass line while win the hearts of his temale lis"Phoenix" covers the Shocking teners and set the bat higher for
blue's 1969 track love Buzz" with us men to compete against
■' i he Tracks ol lyier Hilton,
unfortunately lacking results.
The track "llotride," a re-lnven- also serves as a remindei ol
don of the Fifth Dimensions song everyone's senior prom. It's an
Up. Up & .Away, features some album thai makes you want to
nice guitar work, yet grows tire- grab your date and show them
you care.
some too quickly
'Slide1 is a very original song
This song features lyrics
from the actress, luliette lewis, With more of a dance theme
which give the song a melody. thrown into the mix that really
They could have used more shows a wide] range for I lilton.
I lis voice is unique. Its coarseinventive styles instead of a
ness does not represent his y ears.
repetitive chorus.
t lasis front men Main and Noel Makes him sound more mature
(laDagher also wear out their wel- and helps him sound wise beyond
come on "Shootdown." Iwistas his years. Il almost appears like a
rap vocals on "del tip Get Off" whisper thai occurs Under a slate
represent the nnlv decent guest of exhaustion.
\l\ final thought is musicians
artist effort
The fast paced instiumentals like lyier Hilton till girls' heads
without guest artist vocals pro- With expectations for oihci guvs
that we simply cannot live up to
vide some positives.
Overall,
the
energet- on a daily basis. Damn you, lylei
ic "Always Outnumbered. Hilton, for your sensitivity.
Never Outgunned" stays a bit
above average.
By Matt Manning
By Michael Siebenaler

Byjessica Lang
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COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S
SINCE 1971

NORTHWEST OHIO'S
OLDEST & LARGEST

INDEPENDENT

NORTHWEST OHIO'S

"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"

MUSIC STORE SINCE 1971

NOW

Dcr*r»pn«
TAPFt
RECORDS •• TAPES

IN STOCK!

LARGEST
SELECTION
COMPACT DISCS & DVD'

ON SALE!

"FIND IT AT FINDERS"
MOVIE DVD'S • MUSIC DVD'S NEW RELEASES
DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R4B • RAP
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY• COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNOTRACKS - RARE TITLES
BOKSETS • REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE

NOW. FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ONE
PACKAGE, COMES A COLLECTION OF
DEPECHE MODES GREATEST REMIXES

deprche
hiding Clots* Rcnuiet:
, : ■ ■ '.'.■."■■,.
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DEPECHE MODE'S
GREATEST HITS
REMIXED! A celebration
and flashback of the
made evolution of both the remix
and Depeche Mode. New
Iremixes include "Enjoy The
Silence" by Mike Shinoda,
['Halo" by Goldfrapp, "Barre
Of A Gun" by Underworld
and "Home by Air."
Available as a single or
3-cd edition.
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IN STORES NOW

MON - THURS
9AM TO 10PM
FRI & SAT
9AM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY
11AM TO 7PM
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Releases!
1

"OFF EACH

EACH1
EACH"! !$OQFF
1 A— ITEM ■
I = ITEM '

IMOFF
1
|

ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY GREEN |
STICKER SALE PRICED NEW CO, Movie
I DVD or Music DVD...MIX-0R-MATCH l
1 ITCH I IUIT

2 ITEM LIMIT

|

ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY
YELLOW STICKER REGULAR
• PRICED NEW CDs, Movie DVD's i
I or Music DVD's...MIX-OR-MATCH I

I I

SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED / NO ITEM LIMIT

.
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I

■ -' Expires 11/15/04
SIGN UP FOR OUR EMAIL NEWSLETTER AT
WWW.FINDERSRECORDS.COM

o

DEPECHE MODE REMIXES 81-04

FREE SIMPLE PLAN 'LIVE' CD WITH PURCHASE
(while supplies last)

OPEN 7 DAYS

O

DOWNTOWN BG
128 N MAIN ST

419-352-7677

ITEM
I

1

ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY
FINDERS T-SHIRT OR
SWEATSHIRT

I (Wear a Finder s t-shirt or sweatshirt into
I the store and receive a $1 off any regularly
priced CD or DVD)
• SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED ■' NO lTEM LIMIT

_
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^ Expires 11/15/04 ^
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WE
BUY AND SELL
USED
CD'S AND DVD'S

J
STOP IN TO ENTER FINDER

DOWNTOWN FINDLA\
403 S. MAIN ST

CONTESTS & GIVEAWAYS

. ««•**<'•

FOOTBALL GAME TIME
We asked 220 students what
time of day they would prefer
Bowling Green football games
be played on the weekend. The
choices were between afternoon
games, night games, and no
preference. Here are the results:

WEEKLY PICKS: SEE IF WE THINK PETERSON WILL LEAD OKLAHOMA. PAGE 11

FRIDAY
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2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
B0WLIN6 GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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Falco
back in the D
about anybody," said BG head
coach Gregg Brandon. "When
When a team gets hot, every- we give Omar time, we can do
thing seems to come together some tilings."
As Eastern Michigan preas if they can do no wrong
Playing three consecutive pares for their visit to Doyt
games on the road and get- Perry Stadium, they have to
ting better with each effort, be concerned with how they
the Falcon football team (5- can stop the Falcon offense.
2, 3-1 in conference) comes EMU is allowing 36.6 points
home soaring to host Eastern per game and 438.1 yards per
game without having played
Michigan (3-4,3-1) Saturday.
Much of their success has as dominant an offense
come from a dominating as BG's.
They will need their defense
offensive unit that is averaging 41.4 points per game and to play at the top of their game
to slow down the Falcons.
464.9 yards per game,
Quarterback Omar Jacobs Kevin Harrison leads the team
is climbing the ranks among with 89 tackles and has recordthe top passers in the nation. ed two sacks, lerry Games'
What might be most impres- three fumble recoveries and
sive about the redshirt sopho- two forced have stopped
more is how little he mrns the opposing teams drives and
ball over. Mis 20 touchdown kept EMU in games.
"Defensively, they're a little
passes stand out amongst the
list of exceptional statistics. bit undersized, they're a quick
but throwing just two inter- defense," Brandon said. T like
ceptions in 257 pass attempts the way their linebackers run
has kept the offense on the around. (Harrison) is a good
field and allowed the play player. They just don't have
makers to get the ball in the the girth up front."
Much of the Falcons sucend zone.
lacobs has eased into a sys- cess with the ball this year has
tem that features experienced come from the passing game
receivers who are dominating but with R|. Pope (399 rushopposing secondaries and an ing yards, six touchdowns) in
offensive line that has allowed the backfield, they always are
a threat to run. The running
only three sacks all season.
"Omar does a great job game has not been up to par
(spreading the ball to receiv- for most of the season, but
ers)," said wide receiver Steve Brandon does not see that as
Sanders." He will find the open a glaring problem.
"It's only a concern if we're
receiver. Sometimes, you may
not be open and he'll make not winning," he said. "I want
a great throw and he'll make to score points and if I can
nin (the ball) to score points,
you catch it."
'"Ourreceivershaveinatured I'll run it. If I throw it to score
now to the point where they points, I'll throw ii. Right now,
can get open against just we're throwing it"
By Adam Hritzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Steven Garner BGNews

FOCUS: Senior Kristy Coppes
moves the ball around a defender.
Her performance on the field
could keep her name in the
record books for years.

Coppes
leaves legacy
in BG soccer
record book
By Danielle Tanner
SPCRTS REPORTER

It senior forward Kristy Coppes
had a nickel for each of the honors she's earned and records she's
broken in her career with the
BGSU women's soccer team, her
piggy bank would be full. As
the soccer season draws to a
c lc >si\ ( oppes may be leaving the
squad, but her name will remain
in the record books.
Prior to this season, Coppes
held school records for career
goals scored (34), match-winning
goals in a season (4), and career
match-winninggoal(8|. She also
shared school records for goals
in a season (12) and matches
played in a season (23).
Coppes didn't waste any time
racking up more records this season. I ler six goals in BG's season
opener against Duquesne broke
the school record for goals in a
match. A match winning goal
against Buffalo on October 17
marked her thirteenth goal of the
season, giving her sole possession of the single season scoring
record. Coppes said this record
was among her proudest accomplishments of her career.
"I am proud of finally breaking
record for goals in a season. I've
been trying to do it for four years,"
she said.
She credits her coaches for
challenging her and pushing her
to get better each season.
"When |the coaches] were
recruiting me, they put a challenge on me in the beginning,"
Coppes said. "They told me the
(single season scoring! record is
twelve and said, 'see if you can
beat it.' They just make me want
to work harder. Every year they've
set up goals for me to see if I can
achieve them."
Playing hard on the soccer field
is nothing new to Coppes, who
has been playing the sport for
16 years. She came to Bowling
Green based on the level of competition, her positive recruiting
experience and the proximity to
her family.
"I knew I wanted to play
Division I soccer," (Coppes said.
"My parents and grandpa are a
big part of my life. They were able
to come to the games since BG is
so close to home."
Division I soccer proved to
be a perfect fit for Coppes, who
has received numerous individual honors. She was named MidAmerican Conference Player of
• the Week in each of the last three
seasons and was named MAC
Newcomer of the Year as a freshman. Coppes also earned MAC
•All-Tournament honors in both
2002 and 2003.
Coppes has helped the
Falcons to two consecutive
COPPES, PAGE 11

BenSwanget BG News

OBSERVING: Bowling Green quarterback Omar Jacobs looks over the defense before making a pass against
Ohio University Saturday. BG has three home games in the next three weeks and plays this weekend against
Eastern Michigan. Kickoff is at 6 p.m. in Doyt Perry Stadium.

Volleyball hopes to
regain confidence

Falcon icers
battle Lakers

BylasonA-Dixon
SENIOR REPORIER

Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

Following a tough week off the ice that saw seven
players suspended, the Falcon hockey team will
look to continue their early season success.
They will entertain the Lakers of Lake Superior
State this weekend in their home-opener and
first weekend of Central Collegiate Hockey
Association play.
"Business has to move forward and we're
starting the CCHA this weekend," head coach
Scott Paluch said. "We've had very good practices getting ready. We learned a lot at Union, we
learned what type of team we can be and we
move forward knowing that lake State is a much
improved hockey team, but for us we're starting
our CCHA season."
The Falcons are off to their first 2-0 start since
the 1996-97 season after their sweep at Union
(5-1,1-0) this past weekend. It was also their first
road sweep since the 2001 season when they
swept Miami on the road in the first-round of the
CCHA play-offs.
"Our energy and enthusiasm were so strong for
the first weekend," Paluch said. "What that got us
to do was a real quickness throughout our lineup, we had all four lines involved for the entire
120 minutes of the weekend and saw a lot of guys
contribute. It was a real team type of weekend
and a really good way to kick things off."
lordan Sigalet made 60 of 61 saves on the weekend and was less than two minutes away from
a shut-out on Friday. The shut-out on Saturday
was the fourth of his career as he made 23 saves
on the night.
Freshman forward Jonathan Matsumoto had
two goals and two assists in his debut weekend.
His second period goal on Saturday proved to
be the game-winner as he scored the lone goal
of the game.
"I didn't really know what to expect coming
in here, but that definitely helped out my confidence a lot," Matsumoto said. "It was a great way
to start the season. A lot of us are feeling pretty

Ben Swinger BGNews

PERFECT PASS: BG's Brett Pilkington makes a
pass to another Falcon in a game last year.

good after the road wins and we're looking forward to this weekend."
Three other freshmen picked up their first
points on the weekend as well. Ben Geelan and
Derek Whitmore picked up their first goals, while
Alex Foster had an assist.
For the Lakers they've opened up their season
0-4 after losses at Colgate and losing a pair to
Michigan last weekend.
They lead Michigan in both games, but were
unable to hold off the top team in the CCHA falling4-3and5-2.
Coach Paluch knows they're an improved
team though and after going 1-1-2 against them
last year they'll be in for a battle.
"Looking at them, this is one of the first years
over the last couple that they return almost their
entire team," Paluch said. "They got all then
players back and I think they now have a little
more confidence in their game. We've seen them
score some goals. Even though they haven't won
a game yet, they look at last weekend being on
top of Michigan in some significant parts of that
game and realize they're close to getting themselves up the standings."
Up front the Lakers are lead by forwards Mike
Adamek, Dominic Osman, Trent Campbell, Bo
HOCKEY, PAGE 11
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Gut-check time.
That is a much-used and
much-abused sports cliche.
But with the Howling Green
Suite voiles ball team, it Ills per
fectly as they prepare to host
die Western Michigan Broncos
ton ight at 7 p.m. and the Listen i
Michigan Eagles Saturday at
3 p.m.
"Ihese two games coming
up are real big for us, because
they're going to mean a lot.'
senior Taylor Ttoite said before
yesterday's practice. "Coach
was telling us that if things go
how we think 1(117 are R"iMKlu
go, then we'll end up second in
the MAC behind Hall State."
The Broncos are coining off a
3-0 sweep over the Falcons last
weekend to pull even with IK I in
the MAC West Division standings at 6-4, while the Eagles
come into Anderson Arena sitting atop both teams at 9-2.
The Falcons (13-9, 6-4) have
lost a combined total of eight
games to Western and liastern
Michigan dating back to 2002,
although BG carries a sense of
optimism into the games since
they have posted a 4 -1 record at
home this season.
"I think we always seem to
play a little bit better at home,"
Twite said. "So I think it's going
to give us an extra bit of confidence, but we still have to come
out and play hard to get the
wins."
Head coach DcniseVan De
Walle said the intensity and
focus has been evident all week

in preparation lor the Broncos
and Eagles.
However, she said it doesn't
matter who the team plays at
this point because of the competitiveness of their remaining
schedule.
"It seems like every team left
on our schedule has done quite
well and has a winning record,"
Van De Walle said. "From day
one, I really fell like that's how
this year was going to be for
us... because we have so many
young players and that's how
good the conference is
WMU (12-9, 6-4) is led by
Ashley Schatzle, who is averaging 3.30 kills per-game — one
of four plavers averaging at least
2.56 kills. '
The Broncos are also third
in the MAC in Ixrth hitting percentage and blocks averaging
232 and 2.99, respectively.
Van De Walle said the team
was disappointed with the way
they performed against the
Broncos last weekend.
"We really felt like with the
way we played games one and
three, we were playing well
enoi igh to win but we just didn't
finish.' she said. "It was a lesson
learned and we know that we
have to finish this weekend.
"They're a well coached ream,
very physical and they do some
great things," Van De Walle said.
"We know that we are capable of
playing with them and evening
controlling the match to a certain degree."
Kate Sulewski directs the
VOLLEYBALL.PAGE 11
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
The big game in Oklahoma, the Big House and the Big 0
(Jacobs) are all big news this week Bowling Green is back at
the Doyt Oklahoma continues thar march for the national title
and thanking God they caught the Falcons earty and Ron Zook
is preparing to coach some of the most meaningless games
ofhiscareer. And thankful^, with Ohio State's off week there
will be one less sloppy game on ESPN this weekend.

Eastern Michigan at
Bowling Green score
BOWLING GREEN 31.5 FAVORITE

Rant

No. 2 Oklahoma at
No. 20 Oklahoma State score
OKLAHOMA 13 FAVORITE

Rant

Michigan State at
No. 12 Michigan score
Rant
MICHIGAN 11 FAVORITE

Florida at
No. 10 Georgia score
GEORGIA 7 FAVORITE

Rant
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Coaching in future

9 t
ELLIOTT SCHREINER ADAM HRITZAK

MIKE METZGER

MATTSUSSMAN

45-17 BG

38-17 BG

41-14 BG

Omar has an off
day, throwing for
300 yards and three
touchdowns.

EMU's giving up 36
points a game. You
can already see our
offense smiling.

BG's running game
explodes and gives
EMU a surprise.
Falcons win easy.

Just the Eastern
part of Michigan?
Does that include
the mitten thumb?

31-21 OU

35-13 OU

24-21 Oklahoma St

28-20 OU

Peterson for
Heisman, White for
Heisman. It doesn't
really matter.

OK State runs the
ball well, but sorry,
Oklahoma will eat
you alive.

Oklahoma may be
the best team in
the nation, but no
one is perfect.

Urban Meyer
attends game,
offered job by the
Sooners next year.

31-10 Michigan

28-20 Michigan

42-17 Michigan

20-17 Mich. State

Big House +
Michigan + MSU
stinks = Blowout

Michigan keeps
winning close and
they'll do the same
in this game.

Ok, no national
championship for
Mich., but I do see
a Rose Bowl win.

Slick helmets don't
help the Wolverines.
Urban Meyer would,
however.

34-7 Florida

27-24 Florida

35-27 Georgia

38-31 Georgia

Ron Zook begins
march to winning
coach of the year.

Gators will rally
behind Zook and
prove his program
is still top-notch.

In an real fight, a
gator would destroy
a bulldog. Not this
round though.

Urban Meyer coaches whoever loses.
You can never tell
with that guy.

56-10 BG

her most memorable moment
in her career was "beating
MAC Tournament appear- Buffalo my sophomore year
ances. In 2003, she scored the in the tournament because
Falcons' first ever goal in a MAC of what happened with Leslie
Tournament championship IDawley]."
Coppes' goal in that match
match.
This season Coppes had led tied the game and helped BG
the team in goals and points. to a victory. In an earlier match
She also leads the squad against Buffalo, Dawley died
in shots, shots on goal and after collapsing in the quarterfinals of the conference
shooting percentage.
While her skills on offense tournament.
Soccer has been a part of
leave little to be desired, she
understands the crucial role Coppes' life for so long, she
her teammates have played doesn't plan to live without it
in helping her realize success. after her collegiate career.
"1 plan on moving home
Without teammates to feed her
the ball, she wouldn't be such after the summer, going back
an effective scorer, Coppes said. to school at the University of
"We didn't lose a lot of peo- Findlay and getting a graduple from last year. We know ate assistant Icoachingl job
how to play together and that with the women's team at the
makes us a lot closer," Coppes University," Coppes said.
Coppes is sure to be successsaid. "They know everything.
They know what kind of runs 1 ful as she continues her career
make, where to place the ball; in soccer. She has left a strong
they know what I like and what legacy throughout her career at
BGSU and is sure to be missed
1 don't like."
Despite her many records by both players and coaches
and achievements, Coppes said next year.

C0PPES, FROM PAGE 10

Depleted team hosts LSSU
forwards and six defensemen will be available.
Most teams dress 12 forwards and six defensemen for a game.
Cheesman and Ion Booras.
Paluch doesn't expect the short-handed line-up
Osman, was the leading scorer for ream a season
ago as a freshman with 19 points, scoring 10 goals to affect his lines too much. He used multiple
lines in the first weekend and most of the players
and adding nine assists.
In net. the Lakers are led by Jeff Jakaitis, who who will be a factor with his special teams are still
comes into the game with a 3.56 goals against available for use.
The team however, received a blow on Tuesday
average and .894 saves percentage.
Last season as a freshman, Jakaitis posted three as lames Unger was struck in the head with a puck
shut-outs and had a goal againsi average of 2.13, during practice. He is being treated for "concuswhich was second in the league. Two of those shut- sion like svmptoms" and his status is day to day
outs came against the Falcons were the teams for the weekend.
ThestatusoffreshmandefensemanMikeNesdill
skated to 0-0 ties on two occasions last season.
"We saw Jeff lakaitis last season in three out of is still yet to be determined as well. However, he
the four games and he was outstanding," Paluch will not see action this weekend and the condition
said. "We had two O-u ties with him last year, so we of his shoulder is unknown as of now.
Tonight's face-off will be at 7:05 p.m. at the 1«.
know what he can do."
The Falcons will only dress 20 players this week- Ice Arena, then the series will wrap up tomorrow
end, which will include three goalies. Only 11 afternoon with a 2:35 face-off.

^^

Be sure to
check out:

HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 10

www.bgnews.com

Spikers to step up
physical, disciplined and they
hit the ball hard. It's almost
EMU (14-8, 9-2) attack with going to be like playing the
13.20 assists per game, which same team's back-to-back
ranks second in the MAC.
"If you look at, I think you've
Becky Baltare leads the Eagles
got
threeof the best teams in the
with 3.73 kills, but she is only of
four players averaging a least conference playing in Anderson
Arena this weekend," she said.
3.10 kills per game.
EMU leads the MAC in digs "Ohio's good, they've already
with 19.58 per game and is sec- been here ... people haven't
ond in opponent hitting per- seen Ball State and they're very
good as well. So, I look at BG,
centage, holding teams to .102.
"Eastern Michigan is another Western and Eastern in that
very good team," Van De Walle same category and it's going to
said. "They're well coached, be a dogfight."
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 10

Trinity United
Methodist Church

"Don't lie afraid to
cross the street"
Worship Times
V I.'- Tnuliliimtil

Sen Ice
m jO-Smim School

Fri. Oct. 29th
HEEN OMtC

Sugar Daddies

Groove Rssasins
Costume Contest
12 p.m. Prizes

25th Annual

Halloween Bash
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Services Ottered

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

ptg§pcllo-s

brought to you by

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo. free trial Chatrooms
for all Ohio colleges.
www sweelyfinder com

Classified Ads

Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business7
Check out the BGSU Master of
Organization Development
www.modbgsu com

372-6977

Personals

■

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.lreecarkey.com
Tired of $6mr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indv'ls w/
pos. attitude, great pay. Flex, schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc, interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18* Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134
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INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SWIM MEET - NOV. 4

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Campus Events
Halloween Coslume Contest
Friday. October 29
Registration at noon tn the Falcon's
Nest. Prizes tor Scary.
Creative, Group costumes.

City Events
Westwood School ot Horrors.
www.TerrorAtTheWestwood com

Travel
MIBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279! Includes Meals,
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Ol Your Favorite TV
Celebnties As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

Wanted
1 -3 subleasers needed for Spring 05
Own room Close lo campus
419-265-0765.

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
ASAP! One room available m
Sterling Apts Please call
419-944-4621 for Information.
Need a female subleaser from Jan.
lo May S250/mo plus util. Close to
campus on N Enterprise Please
conlacl Justin© 330-323-0015.

Subleaser needed immed. Move in
NOW!! $440/mo . (urn., very close to
campus. Lease ends in May. Call
anytime 513-829-9721.

Help Wanted

1-800-678-6386.
(((SPRING BREAK' CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459+ Tax' FLORIDA $159!
Our Cancun Pnces Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks'
Ethtcs Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www.SDnnoBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
#t Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destmalions-Besi Prices Book Now1
Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800-2347007. endiesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, Amonca's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Into/Reservations 1-800-648

4849 wwyj.alaUavql.com,
Spring Break 2005 Challenge., find
a better price! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

•BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring.motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W Dussel Dr. Maumee.
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S9/hour looking for a part-time driver Perrysburg to Bowling Green Will
provide vehicle, must have a valid
driver's
license,
no
driving
violations.
Breck (419) 874-5821
Breck8cub@AOL.com
HELP WANTED' Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
otter flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is SoVhr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Clough St.. Bowling
Green, OH 43402. 419-354-2844.
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Motorola 60 I cell phone S30.
Call for more info.
419-341-0180
Used brass trumpet tor sale.
Good condition $300 OBO
CD collection, over 100 eds S80
Call 419-341-0180
Washer S Dryer. Full capacity, like
new, S200 ea.. OBO. have pictures,
email: smclaug@bgnet.bgsu edu

For Rent

"Now renting for 05-06
S.Y.tteusBs,
Lg. & Sm. Grand fathered for 3 to 8
students per unit Also Apts all next
lo campus. Listing Avail 24/7 @
316
E Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm lor info. Will mail.
1 bdrrn subleaser needed
Available mid-Dec. Rent negotiable

ACROSS

23
24
25
28
31
36
38
40
41
44

Losing streak
Burrows and Fortas
Noted drama school
Seasonal song
Sand rise
Hertz rival
Essential acid
One of the Waughs
Lopsided victory
Low-budget Woody Allen film
remake?
2nd-smallest state
Oue. neighbor
1101
Comic Rudner
Thermometer increment
New Rochelle college
Actor Tim
Alda and Ladd
Low-budget Julie Andrews film
remake?
More scarce

" 1 & 2 Bdrrn Apts. Starting 1/1/05.
low as $450 mo Rooms Avail, now
lor $225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm
Subleaser needed Spr Sem. 467 S
Summit #57. Clean, quiet neighborhood. Close to campus &
downtown.
(330)719-0139
'95 Dodge Avenger. White/gray. 2
door. CD player, 4 cylinder, automatic, 130 K, needs minor engine
work $1,000, great deal! Call 513238-1663
Church St. Queen Anne Nat'l. Reg.
o! Historic Places. Bay window w/
stained glass, 2 bdrrn. w/ bsmt., liv.
rm., din. rm. kit-. W/D, stove, refrig.,
no pets S7697mo 419-261-2038
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Roast Turkey

1

Personal

Available from Noon 'nl 9 pm '

Mashed PotBtoa Homemade Gravy
Q»mhcead Sniffing Wpmbk Colcriw

k|jggKEg^

•Home
• Debt Consolii
• Business Loans

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Main

Even responsible
people need a tittle help.

163 South Main Sireet
>tn| FMi Pood Srtcn 1972

www.CFCORP.info

Cla-Zel
Theatre

f«« D6UVCRV

•

Lunch Fri

Annual

I Rocky Horror tj
- Picture Show I Halloween Party I
[ Sat. Oct 30th at 11PM I
Live Music,
Costume Contest
; •&
Prizes!!!
Doors open at 10:45,
all seats $8
£

1-800-426-9803
ihc difference makesadV/ferenci

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
IS. College Dr-2 BR unfum. apt
1 5 baths, starting at $425/mo.,
dep
$425 Tenant pays elec. NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
-2 BR unfum. apt
above garage $4907mo plus all util
Deposit $490. NO PETS!
828 7th St. H2-2 BR unturn. apt
$475/mo. dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S. NO PETS1
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bell
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14" Combo Pizza
includes 3 items

• Sal. • Sun

Americans on
the average eat
18 acres Xfe.'
of pizza
everyday!

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
Call 353-5800

ATI^TA
mm$mmi ■>-

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

OPEN NOW

From Only
$465!

HiUsdakApt.
1IIH2 I'ainiiw
• 3 Ixlnn Twnhs

On selected floor plans

• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

• washei l Hyei I lookHip
u 3 bdrrn)
• c arporu BGSI But nop

apartment with private
entrance

ATE^CA
M«M|nw>ai In,

• Spacious kitchen

6-

SMlM:|l )0I,4:». 7:10. iO li MlAlW!
tun Intika: KwM Man til:
II JSl.* 30.? IS. [10.10]
Ik.fc««V(H>ll}:|l ii|.4SS.;»,|IO OOlWflBlf!
Mm* lak- (PCI: II Ml. OS. 7 25. H40I
Swvlvklf QM<nM(P(-1]):4:40. |»:S0I lufmin
Fri4irNifMU|Mi(K.lll:M 4S), 7:00

(I imi*nHm4t,IMt
11 WllOUIm-mnU, MtW

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

s~»»~, ...i«> .i cinemark.com

Suniog 1175: The Vxtedttto
Suiting 11710: ThtPvkHCit*™

HeinzsileApl,

■ Laundry facilities

710N Enterprise

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-sile parking
mntTTWUAM
AMJItMtMTi

N

5
JHomtOtxH

t

FREE HEAT

«o« *w*M(i twit s*us • NO mys • no surmwus

These houses won't
last long

Cla-Zel
Theatre

lU/M/M

"Saw**■ •§!•*•"

• Patio

05 May & August
Leases Available

FROBOSE RENTALS

,

Did you
know...

For Rent

5<hf*U<Oo«H«10/»/Mtlwvll.4;t<

Call TODAY!

1
N

u

So fa Minimum

the Best Seat

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

»
>

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS

Mrn;M;r^|

HOUSES!
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• Ground floor ranch style

Easy Qualifying
Competive Rates
Pre-Qualifying
in 24 hrs

rt

□DO

^

3

Call 352-7994.
2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Available Immediately.
Close to campus 419-352-5239.

35 Glacial ridge
37 On the ocean13 Spot
21 Secretary of War Root 39 Musicalsound
^H
42 Small antelope
22 Mr. Ts group
43 Wild
25 London carpenter's
48 Sudden thrusts
joint
50 Trucker's fuel
M
26 "Over There"
53 Expertise
composer
55 Massacre in Vietnam,
27 Stagnant
1968
29 Chinese secret society
30 Standish's messenger 56 Newcastle's nver
57 Colors
32 Surfeit
58 Zeno of _
33 Demolishes
59 Where llamas roam
34 Related on mother's
60 Soprano Gluck
side
61 Make it to the finish
line
45 Sarazen of golf
62 Quote chapter and
46 French head
verse
47 Necessitate
63 Sacred sign-off
49 Social misfit
64 Hamilton bills
51 Sun. homily
52 Public transport
54 Intent
ANSWERS
56 Low-budget Peter Sellers film |
remake?
v i
9 N i 1
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66 Kind of log
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66
monster
i
i
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i
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67 Slug trail
v
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68
-do-well
DEE
69 Stately shade trees
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H
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70 Devoured
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71 Biblical twin
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73 Property claims
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For Sale

'89 Honda Civic LX 122k. 4 dr.,
power, some new parts, drives well.
Call 419-494-4110.

u

Healing sign
Gentle creature
"Exodus" writer
Nobel winning
biochemist
Wading bird
Hebrew month
Rhizome
January in Leon
Runner-up
Unit of length
Swear
Type of bean

^■*>
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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Open Weekdays 4P.M'.
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn 515 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
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l bdrms
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washei Drya In J bdrms

• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

AfEttCA
M.i-,c*m.ni It*
Mop by the Oflkx .ii
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
w\v\viH)ecc:int>.com

419-353-7715 t?J

for complete listing
for next year. Will
start renting in
NOVEMBER.

Planned F&renthoocf
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.
FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
■ Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening & Treatment)
• HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

